Now available from Loch Ness Productions!

Dinosaurs at Dusk:
the Origins of Flight
A whirlwind time-travel
adventure flight through history!
Produced by Mirage3D
In this fast-paced fulldome show from Mirage3D, we follow
the adventures of a father and his teenage daughter Lucy,
who share a fascination for all things that fly. They travel
back in time, navigating from continent to continent,
exploring an Earth teeming with pterosaurs and the
ancestors of modern-day birds — the feathered dinosaurs.
Their travels take them
through the Triassic,
Jurassic, and the
Cretaceous geologic
periods. They soar the
ancient skies with Quetzalcoatlus, escape from
raptors, and race across the deserts behind
Argentinosaurus. They hike through rain
forests, scale ice cliffs, sail over primordial
oceans, and parachute into a vast sinkhole in
their search for the first flying animals. When
time runs out, they experience first-hand the
cataclysmic "last day" of the dinosaurs.
Science content includes topics such as continental drift, asteroids and impacts,
extinctions and the convergent development of flight among species.
Dinosaurs at Dusk is one of the most action-packed fulldome animations
available, giving your audiences a close-up view of early Earth and the fantastic
animals that once roamed its surface — and ancient skies.

Running time: 41, 29 minutes
Suitable for: Family audiences
Information about: Dinosaurs, flight
Year of production: 2013

Dinosaurs at Dusk,

1-year license

MOVIE SIZE

ANNUAL ATTENDANCE

PRICE

PORTABLE

Less than 5,000

SMALL

Less than 10,000

$9,540

MEDIUM

Less than 30,000

INTERMEDIATE

Available in

3D Stereo - add 20%

Dinosaurs at Dusk,
PRODUCT
CODE

10-year license

MOVIE SIZE

ANNUAL ATTENDANCE

PRICE

PRODUCT
CODE

PORTABLE

Less than 5,000

$7,000

MIR4-P

MIR4-S1

SMALL

Less than 10,000

$13,500

MIR4-S

$14,000

MIR4-M1

MEDIUM

Less than 30,000

$20,000

MIR4-M

Less than 50,000

$21,700

MIR4-I1

INTERMEDIATE

Less than 50,000

$31,000

MIR4-I

LARGE

Less than 100,000

$26,600

MIR4-L1

LARGE

Less than 100,000

$38,000

MIR4-L

XLARGE

Less than 200,000

$30,100

MIR4-X1

XLARGE

Less than 200,000

$43,000

MIR4-X

GIANT

200,000 or more

$35,000

MIR4-G1

GIANT

200,000 or more

$50,000

MIR4-G

PRICES INCLUDE encoding/formatting and slicing for most fulldome systems. Contact us for details.
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